Abstract: Sound source separation (SSS) is a very important processing in room with multi-source. Common methods for SSS do not perform well in reverberation room. Time reversal technique (TRT) has many advantages to provide a solution for room acoustic problem. We propose a novel method of SSS based on TRT (TRS) in reverberation room. The presented method can separate specific sources from mixed signals and reduce reverberation and noise. The theory of TRS is derived and the numerical simulations are proposed.
Introduction
In room acoustic environment, such as meeting room, classroom, or lecture hall, often more than one sound source are simultaneously present. The signal reaching a mic is composed of various sources. Usually we are only interested in specific sources. Consequently, a processing of SSS with high quality is requested, which untangles mixtures into individual sources without other interfering sources, just as "Cocktail party effect". A processing of SSS can also be as a preprocessing stage of acoustic processing used in sound measurement and recognition, etc. The most challenge for SSS in reverberation room is the multi-path effect caused by rich reflection and reverberation. Several methods for SSS, e.g. DSB [1] , Blind source separation (BSS) [2, 3] , Computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) [4] , and Time-frequency masking (TFM) have been utilized in diverse fields successfully, but they do not perform well in reverberant environment. About to under-determined / over-determined problem, instantaneous / convolution mixture, and noise, they do not provide overall solutions [5] . Moreover, these methods' performances will decrease with increased complexity of environment. TRT is a well-known technique based on acoustic reciprocity theorem and time reversal invariance [6] . The main properties of TRT are as follows: (1) TRT can achieve temporal compression and spatial focusing; (2) TRT can obtain signal focusing without any prior knowledge of transducer array and medium properties [7] ; (3) TRT can use the multi-path effect [8] ; (4) M.Fink indicated "time reversal is a very robust technique compared to time-delay focusing techniques" [9, 10] ; (5) TRT is applicable to under-determined problem. TRT has been applied in ultrasound and electromagnetic ranges. Recently, some works have been done in audible range, such as source location in room [10] and outdoor [11] . However, TRT's application on SSS has been seldom discussed.
In the present paper, TRS will be proposed in view of TRT's advantages, which can separate multi-source from mixed signals to focus interested sources and reduce reverberation, reflection, and noise in reverberation room. h denote the equivalent channel impulse responses (CIR) of the forward (from the m-th source to the r-th mic) and backward (from the r-th mic to the m-th source) channels respectively. Assuming that the backward channel matches with the forward channel, i.e.
TRS method
' mrmr hh = , according to the basic theory of TRT, the output of TRS (the m-th separation signal) and corresponding spectrum are derived as following: (1) and (2) tell us that the separation signal is convolving the original signal with a Dirac delta function, which is similar to the original signal and its spectrum is ( )
times of that of the original signal. We can come to a conclusion that a separation signal at a given source location involves only its own source component without other sources' components. Thus multi-source is separated from mixed array signals. Also, TRS just changes a signal's amplitude and does not change its frequency and phase.
Numerical Simulations
To verify the proposed algorithm, we carry out some simulations in MATLAB. The room acoustic model is build based on "Audio systems array processing toolbox(ASAPT)". The image method [12] is used to simulate the reverberation room. Based on ASAPT, we program the algorithm of TRT and simulate TRS. The simulations mainly focus on the separation performances of sources in a 3D rectangular reverberation room with the size of 3.6Í3.6Í2.2 m. There are six sources(S1-S6) and sixteen mics(M1-M16) in the room model. The sources and mic array are scattered. In simulations, the original signals emitting from S1-S6 are six speeches denoted by s1-s6, which have been utilized in ASAPT. Six speeches are all target sources. The array signals in M1-M16 are denoted by m1-m16; six separation signals of TRS are denoted by tr1-tr6. According to "Sabine reverberation formula", the reverberation time (RT) of room can be calculated by the room volume and absorption amount. So we vary RT of room through varying the reflection coefficient(RC) of room.
Basic simulation
Under the simulation condition of RT = 116 ms and SNR = -5 dB, we compare the separation performances of source with non-source. The correlation coefficients between each of tr1-tr6 and s1-s6 are illustated in Fig.1 . As seen from Fig.1 , under reverberation and noise, the correlation coefficients of tr1-s1, tr2-s2, tr3-s3, tr4-s4, tr5-s5, and tr6-s6 are 0.7830, 0.7902, 0.7781, 0.7644, 0.8361, and 0.7891 respectively. The similarities are bigger for sources than non-source. Six sources are separated successfully and TRS has good separation effect.
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Effect of reverberation
This section discusses the effect of reverberation on separation by selecting different RT. Under basic simulation condition and SNR = -15 dB, the correlation coefficients between the separation signals and original signals for TRS and DSB are illustrated in Fig.2 . As seen from Fig.2 (a) , for TRS, the correlation coefficients for most of sources decrease with RT increasing. When RT is close to 200 ms, the correlation coefficients decrease sharply. The correlation coefficients of TRS are larger than that of DSB except of individual cases. For TRS, the max and min of correlation coefficients are 0.6440 and 0.5016 respectively even SNR is -15 dB. So TRS outperforms DSB in reverberation environment.
Effect of noise
In order to show the anti-noise ability of TRS, this section discusses the effect of noise on separation. Under basic simulation condition and RT = 156 ms, when white noise with different SNR is added into the array signals, the correlation coefficients between the separation signals and original signals for two methods are illustrated in Fig.3 . Results depicted in Fig.3 show that for TRS and DSB, the correlation coefficients increase with the SNR increasing. However, the correlation coefficients between tr1-tr6 and s1-s6 are larger than those between dsb1-dsb6 and s1-s6. The lower the SNR is, the bigger the differences between the correlation coefficients of two methods are. For TRS, the max and min of correlation coefficients are 0.7733 (tr5-s5, SNR = -5 dB) and 0.4933 (tr3-s3, SNR = -20 dB) respectively even RT is 156 ms. TRS has better anti-noise ability than DSB.
Conclusion
In the present paper, the method of TRS was proposed and the theory and simulation experiments were presented. In a 3D rectangular room model with reverberation, six scattered sound sources were separated based on TRS with scattered sixteen mics. We discussed the effects of reverberation and noise on separation. We also compared the presented method of TRS with DSB. Simulation results show that multi-source can be separated by TRS; under reverberation and noise, TRS can achieve good separation effect; TRS has better separation effect than DSB under the same simulation condition.
